
Cybertech Automation helps industry build, congure, and commission instrumentation, electrical, and control system 
equipment. We x problems for customers, and we nd solutions systematically, thoughtfully and efficiently. That means
following a problem-solving framework that consistently saves customers time, money and frustration. 

In this three-part series, Cybertech shares some best practices we follow and have developed over our 25 years of project experience. We apply this thinking 
to systems integration, automation, instrumentation and electrical design/engineering projects for customers in a wide variety of industries. 
Part II: Common challenges.

Proper Meter Usage
Measure current on a known source (the 
fuse may be blown). Use the proper meter 
connections.

Screwdrivers
DDo not over-tighten terminals. Be aware 
of live terminals and the risk of shorting.

When in Doubt, Have an 
Electrician Help Out

Using Tools
Properly

Equipment Failure Is Most Likely 
at the Start or End 
of Service Life
Proper equipment burn-in can help 
mitigate an early life failure. Preventative 
maintenance, scheduled replacement or 
testing helps prevent late life failures.

Equipment
Failure

Check Issues Systematically
Organize by likelihood of cause and 
simplicity of the check.

Start with Simple Components
SStarting with complicated components 
may waste time when something simple 
is the cause.

Again, Avoid Introducing New 
Issues (See Above)

The Trials of
Trial and Error

Assess If the System Is Properly 
Representing Conditions
AAre transmitters reading a condition that 
should be isolated, shutdown, 
depressured or cooled down? Is 
equipment feedback correct to what is 
observed? Does a local gauge or other 
reading match?

False Information
from Equipment

Coincidences Do Happen
A system may run with one fault but fail 
on the second.

Double-Check the Fix
AAn intermittent cause may have been 
momentarily removed, xing the issue 
temporarily. Check one issue at a time so 
you know how the issue was xed and 
what caused the issue in the rst place.

Correlation
Is Not Causation

Start with the Simplest Fixes
Begin with the basic connections like 
power/network cable tightness, system 
reboots and breakers/switches.

The Simplest Problem Is Often 
the Cause
IItemize problems in a hierarchy to save 
time.

Overthinking
the Issue

New Equipment
Fresh out-of-the-box components may 
have issues if untested.

Avoid Changing Device 
Configurations
AAvoid moving connections in a logic 
system and making changes to older 
programs.

Introducing a
New Issue

Is the Problem Repeatable?
Was it an intermittent cause like a loose 
connection, heat/cold, water, dust/debris 
or vibration?

Was There a Misunderstanding?
Was a sequence of events out of order?
HHow it should function? Was there a 
training or documentation issue?

Look for a Possible Cause
Look for loose connections.

Reproducing
the Problem
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